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WAYS LABOUR
WOULD DAMAGE
YOUR BUSINESS AND
WRECK THE ECONOMY
Labour have set out the most radical antibusiness agenda in Britain’s history.
We now have a Shadow Chancellor who regards
business as ‘the real enemy’ and sees it as part
of his job to overthrow capitalism.

1

Introduce a Small Business Tax. Labour
would reintroduce a small profits rate for firms
with profits under £300,000 a year. This is a
small business tax, meaning that instead of
paying the current corporation tax rate of 19%, these
companies would pay 21%.

2

Raise Corporation Tax to 26%. The Institute
for Fiscal Studies have made clear Labour’s
policies would lead to ‘higher prices, lower
wages or less valuable investments.’ Raising
CT would punish business and entrepreneurs for their
success and drive out investment from this country.

3

Forcibly seize 10% of businesses for
Corbyn’s pet projects. Labour have planned
a draconian tax grab of 10% of businesses that
will result in the seizure of £300bn worth of
shares from 7,000 companies.

4

Introduce higher income tax . Labour plans
to introduce a 45% income tax threshold on
incomes over £80,000 and 50% on incomes
over £123,000. Labour’s manifesto spending
means taxes rising for millions of families, leaving
claims of only raising tax on the top 5% of earners in
tatters. A £385 billion black hole in their plans means
they will need to increase taxes by more than £2,400
for every taxpayer – over and above tax rises already
set out.

5

Renationalise vast swathes of the economy.
Experts have warned this could cost more
than £255 billion. That’s enough to build 380
new hospitals, upgrade 500 more and fit them
all with over 50,000 new MRI scanners.

6

Introduce a damaging 32-hour week. It’s
estimated it will cost the public sector £85
billion over five years – paid for by taxpayers
– and hurt important services like the NHS.

7

Destroy the independence of the Bank of
England. Labour have pledged to install a
hard-left governor of the Bank of England who
is ‘in tune’ with their Marxist ideas, destroying
British business.

8

See debt rise uncontrollably. Under
Labour’s new fiscal rules, debt will rise
and can continue to rise indefinitely and
uncontrollably. This would be at the expense
of future generations – who would be burdened with
Corbyn’s borrowing binge.

9

Hike Capital Gains by 8 points. Labour
want to increase the higher rate of CGT from
20% to 28%. The Fraser Institute has warned
that this would lower potential rewards and
discourage entrepreneurs and investors.

10

Lift the ban on secondary picketing and
back strikes wherever they occur. Jeremy
Corbyn and John McDonnell would make it
easier for strikes to occur by repealing the
Trade Union Act. Militant union activity acceptable
under Labour’s plans would cost the economy billions
of pounds and see the number of strikes balloon.

11

Hike fuel duty and defund roads. Labour
have waged a consistent war on motorists in
this country. They have voted against our fuel
duty freezes and have explicitly said they
would go even further and hike up petrol costs. Jeremy
Corbyn opposes road building, and Labour have
decimated the roads’ budget with their pet projects.

12

Planning for a run on the pound. Labour
have admitted they are scenario planning for
a run on the pound and capital flight. Shadow
Chancellor John McDonnell said that if the
City resists their planned Financial Transaction Tax,
then ‘let’s make clear, capital controls would follow.’
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